Take back your
tube system.
THE HANDS OF TIME
Colombo Sales & Engineering was the first company to
provide factual information that pneumatic tube systems
are a critical link for the transport of Blood Specimens and
Pharmaceuticals in a reliable, timely, and safe manner.
While many systems that were installed over 30 years ago
are still operational, they eventually require upgrading to
current technology.

•   Parts eventually wear out and fail.
•   Parts are difficult to locate.
•   Maintenance becomes a daily event and can
     be very costly.

•   Systems become unreliable
•   Skilled staff members start to transport
     critical items.

•   Upgrading brings new life to your system at 		
     a fraction of the cost of replacing it.

			

THERE’S A BETTER WAY
•    Don’t pay a company to fully replace the system
    at a large financial investment.
•    Don’t pay a company to upgrade the system and
    pay them software licensing fees.

•    Enlist a company to upgrade your
     system that does specialize in providing
     upgrades.
•    Have Colombo upgrade your system
     using all existing tubing and stations
     (no general construction work required).
•    Colombo upgrades your system using
     state-of-the-art controls, with 5.5”
     touchscreen panels that are easy to use
     and require little training.

FEATURES
•    STAT transaction
•    Auto-returns
•    Administration and maintenance features
•    Logging and carrier tracking
OPTIONAL FEATURES
•    Automatic door locking for secure transactions.
•    Proximity card readers.
•    Biometric security (thumb print access)
•    Preventative maintenance plans to keep your 		
     system operating like new.

Restore performance
			and reliability
QUICK, COST EFFECTIVE AND SECURE
•

In a matter of days, Colombo can revive your system
and bring it into the 21st century for a fraction of the
cost of replacement.

•

Provide a retrofit of your existing system with 		
digital controls and touch-screen operation.

•

Provide safeguards to your system including 		
chain-of-custody and accountability for 			
sensitive items and controlled substances.

•

Provide safeguards like card readers that 		
insure only authorized staff members send or 		
receive controlled substances.

•

Biometric security ensures sensitive items 		
don’t end up in the wrong hands.

UPGRADING IS THE BEST CHOICE
Restore your system to better than new.
Add state-of-the-art functionality.
Provide user confidence in the system at a low cost.
Faster Turn Around Times.
Preventative Maintenance contracts availability.
Optional software upgrades.
A trusted name in quality products and service
for five decades.

Colombo Sales & Engineering, Inc built its
business on innovative products and dedicated
customer service.
Integrity is what has made us an industry
leader for a half century. We stand behind our
products and work closely with our customers
to make sure we’re not just providing a product,
but providing a solution.

17108 S. Hemlock Rd.
Oakley, MI 48649

ph: 800.547.2820
fx: 248.546.7567

www.colombopts.com

